Mammeas 2007

Do you like flowers?

Do you know what a blog is?

What about a vocabulary rose?
Here is a text that Tim wrote in his blog, but the 18 words from the
vocabulary rose are missing.
Hello everyone! I live in

and last summer I took a

and flew to

. There I slept in my

because a

is too expensive for me.

One day I hired a

and made a

I visited the

.

of a famous castle where I climbed the
the

. From there I had a wonderful

over the landscape. I even

saw the sea. The weather was

1-a vehicle that can fly
-a drink for babies and cats
3-a sandy piece of ground
near the sea
-something in leather or
plastic you can wear with your
trousers
5-a place in town where you
can sleep in a bed
- an old destroyed building
that is not longer in use
7-a part in the south-west of
Britain
- another word for bicycle
9-a meal at about 12 o’clock

- when you go camping you
sleep in it
11-a country in the south-west
of Europe
-the German word is
“Aussicht”
13-the highest part of a
cathedral
- another word for excursion
15-the opposite is rainy
- family word (genericword)
for the things you can eat
17-a comfortable bus
- a house in the countryside
with lots of animals

all the time and I often went to the
the Spanish

. I liked

, but every day I only had sandwiches for

and in the evenings I went to a restaurant. I also made an organized tour
by

.

We visited a historic Spanish

and tasted some fresh

.
Then I bought a very nice souvenirsouvenira

and a TT-shirt in the Spanish colours yellow and red. My

holidays were great!

